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First of all please let me say thank you for booking me to deliver an 
interactive remote demonstration (IRD) for your club.  

In the demo I showed you how I make a blues bowl. 

We discussed timber selection, preparation of the blank and how I turn 
the main body of the instrument.  

We also discussed safety issues and some alternative techniques you 
might want to try as a way of producing your own unique instrument. 

Above all I hope that you feel inspired to go ahead and produce your 
own instruments and I would really love to see those so please send 
me the photos of what you have made. 
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As part of the demonstration you are entitled to view a recording of 
our session. 

These are the access details for the demonstration: 

Login Page: https://hallwoodhats.com/index.php/login 

Username: Minnesota0621 

Password: Minnesota0621 

Once you are logged in you will see a link in the main menu entitled 
“Dashboard” please click on that link to view the recording. 
(Hint: that’s zero six two one on the end folks!!) 

(Please do not share these details with anyone outside your 
club) 

Below the recording is a link to the content of the Chat Box which 
contains a lot of important information and links to some of the 
products and items used during the demonstration. 

I have also added some bonus footage to the recording which 
shows you how I make slides and the holder for the jack plug. 

The recording will remain accessible for 14 days and you can 
watch it as many times as you would like during that period. 

Again, please do not share this information with anyone who is 
not a member of your club. 
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If you have any questions or queries related to the 
demonstration then please do get in touch by email and we will try to 
answer them. 

Once again I’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for supporting 
me and what I do.  

Without you none of this would be possible. 

Lastly and most important of all, keep on making those shavings!! 

Andrew Hall 

Woodturner 
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